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Abstract—
We
are
describing
about
M2M
communication.M2M communication is nothing but
machine communicates with each other. They can send and
receive data between each other. In our project we are using
2 Raspberry pi B+ as client and server. One machine acts as
a server (MN) and another acts as a client (CN). Raspberry
pi has more important features, so we are using it. To have
the faster communication between these we use Powerlink
protocol stack. It helps in transmission of time critical data.
It is faster than Ethernet. Because of these reasons these
solutions are commonly referred to as “real-time industrial
Ethernet” technologies. POWERLINK is now considered as
one of the most successful real-time industrial Ethernet
system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In today’s world everyone wants fast data transfer. There are
various technologies which are helping in fast data transfer
.we are using PowerLink protocol stack. PowerLink stack
helps us in sending time critical data .It helps to send data
faster than Ethernet .Powerlink is one network for all. This
protocol stack is implemented on any type of device. It is
easy to understand.
PowerLink protocol stack provides many important
features like hot plugging, easy installation and choice of
network topology. We are implementing PowerLink
protocol stack on Raspberry pi B+. Raspberry pi is easy to
use ,It’s having linux as its operating system.Linux have less
delay as compared to windows so we are using linux and.
II. M2M




Very large number of communicating terminals.
little traffic per terminal.
With tremendous amount of growth in M2M large
amount of devices are connected with each other.The
connectivity is embedded into day-to-day lives.These
devices can send or receive data among each other at
particular time interval.
A. Key features of M2M
Following are the key features of M2M communication
system are given below:
a) Low Mobility: M2M Devices move only within a
certain region.
b) Time Controlled: These devices send or receive data
only at specific periods
c) Packet Switched : Here Network operator to provide
packet switched service with or without an MSISDN
d) Online small Data Transmissions: M2M Devices
frequently send or receive small amounts of data.
e) Low Power Consumption: To improve the ability of the
system to efficiently service M2M application.
B. Applications of M2M
The applications of M2M covers multiple areas and the
areas in which M2M is used currently are given below:
a) Tracing and Tracking:, Order Management, Fleet
Management pay as you drive,its also used in Asset
Tracking, Navigation, Traffic optimization/steering,
Traffic information, Road tolling.
b) Payment: Point of sales, Vending machines, Gaming
machines
c) Secured connections: It is used in Surveillances, Alarm
systems, Access control, Car/driver security.
d) Health: Monitoring important signs, Supporting the
aged or handicapped, Web, Remote diagnostics, Access
Telemedicine points
e) Remote
Maintenance/Control:
Lighting,
Sensors,Pumps, Valves, Elevator control, Vending
machine control, Vehicle diagnostics
III. POWERLINK

Fig. 1: Machine to Machine Communication
Machine-to-Machine(M2M) communication can be said as
it is a form of data communication that involves one or more
objects that do not mandatorily require human intervention
in their communication process. M2M is also named as
Machine Type Communication (MTC) and it is completely
different from the current communication models in the
such way that it involves:
 New market scenarios.
 Less costs.
 Less effort.

Over the course of the last two decades, it has become very
hard to keep track of the many fieldbus systems that are
developed in the industry of automation specifically for
different purposes of factory production control process and.
Yet there remain various constraints that are impeding their
performance. Demand has become more pressing for a
reliable communication system that offer high flexibility and
also across-the-board compatibility. A new solution in this
seam was also expected to allow for ongoing improvements
and upgrades in future. Ethernet was the 1st to rise to this
challenge: it was a tested and tried technology that widely
standardized to boot and was free of patents. Moreover, it
had tremendous potential to serve as a consistent, integrated
solution of communication that could be supported for the
interconnection of the process, control and field levels.
Nevertheless, when standard Ethernet is combined with an
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Internet protocols like TCP and IP is unsuitable for data
transmission in hard real time. It is also possible that Data
traffic can also be delayed in unforeseeable ways due to the
CSMA/CD Detection mechanism. An integral part of the
Ethernet standard IEEE 802.3, this helps prevent data
collisions on the bus that can happen in Ethernet
environments due to the nature of Ethernet transmissions.
In order to progress Ethernet-based, but real-time capable
fieldbuses, manufacturers have pursued various approaches
in their so that delays can be eliminated.It (PowerLink) has
now become one of the most successful real-time Ethernet
for industries systems in the today’s world.

Fig. 2: Industrial Ethernet
With more than 1.1 million POWERLINK systems
that are installed, POWERLINK is the worldwide leader for
real-time Ethernet results. Complete openness, max
performance and unmatched features are the reasons for
POWERLINK's success. POWERLINK will sake from the
long term evolution of Ethernet technology without even
requiring any further investment. POWERLINK fully
supports standard TCP/IP protocols. It supports because of
the fact that TCP/IP runs on a dedicated communication
channel, it ensures that guaranteed bandwidth for TCP/IP
without affecting hard real-time data exchange.Based on
standard Ethernet the EPSG decision is to standardize a
technology fully acquiescent with IEEE 802.3 is a safe
choice for the future.

The core of POWERLINK technology includes numerous
unmatched features a) Redundancy
b) hot plugging
c) direct cross-traffic
d) multiplexing
e) poll response chaining
Maximum performance POWERLINK provides
max performance with cycle time down to 100 µs and
system synchronization is also below 100 ns. In addition to
being able to connecting up to 240 nodes in a single
network, POWERLINK networks can be connected and can
be fully synchronized to infinitely expanding networking
capabilities.
A. Open POWERLINK Stack
The open POWERLINK stack is a POWERLINK stack that
is developed by SYS TEC electronic. SYS TEC they
published the POWERLINK stack under the Open-Source
BSD license. It (open POWERLINK) contains all services
and functionalities that are required for implementing a
POWERLINK MN and CN. PowerLink supports multiple
operating systems and platforms like Linux, Windows and
other .Although there are Linux solutions that available for
other Ethernet based fieldbuses, these are mostly Linux
drivers for proprietary hardware and with the
OpenPOWERLINK stack a pure software based solution
that is available which works on a standard PC and no
proprietary hardware is needed.

Fig. 5: Open Powerlink Software Architecture
IV. EVALUATING THE PERFORMANCE

Fig. 3: PowerLink Features
POWERLINK will sake from the long-term
evolution of Ethernet technology without requiring any
further investment. It has unmatched features Carrying
together Ethernet, CANopen, and hard real-time capabilities,
POWERLINK integrates advantages and features from 3
different worlds.

A. Industrial Ethernet On Raspberry Pi Industrial Ethernet
POWERLINK An Industrial Ethernet protocol that allows to
deterministically exchange that process data in real time.
POWERLINK is the only hard real-time Industrial Ethernet
protocol is available in Open Source for both, i.e.Master and
Slave configurations. It is based on standard Ethernet and
consequently runs on any kind of hardware and software
platform.
B. Raspberry Pi2
The Raspberry Pi2 can be considered as a small and cheap
single-board PC. Apart from the ARM Coretex-A7 quadcore , CPU peripherals such as some GPIOs and an Ethernet
port are also available on the board. Due to its low prize and
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wide availability, the Raspberry Pi2 B+ is an perfect
platform for small and home automation projects Because it
has more powerful features like:
1) More GPIO: The GPIO header has grown to 40 pins,
while maintaining the same pin out for the 1st 26 pins
as the Model A and Model B.
2) More USB: We are now having 4 USB 2.0 ports, which
is compared to 2 on the B Model , and better hotplug
and over current behavior.
3) Lower power consumption. By substituting linear
regulators with switching ones we have reduced power
consumption between 0.5W and 1W.
4) Micro SD:The old friction-fit SD card socket which is
replaced with a much nicer push-push microSD version.
C. Network Architecture
In our project, the openPOWERLINK master is connected
to two openPOWERLINK slaves by using a switch or a
router. A PC which is consisting of windowscan is also
possible to be connected to the switch for capturing the
packets from the POWERLINK network.Basically in our
project ,we are trying to make shop floor more intelligent by
using embedded device like Raspberry pi B+ .It will capture
data at microseconds in order to keep track of products
developed. The data is collected using sensors like
RTD,Thermocouple and that data is stored in the PC. In this
case,we are using 2 Rasberry Pi B+ one will act as a MN
and other will be acting as slave(CN).It is basically a clientserver application.

VII. CONCLUSION
We have used Power Link technology for communication
between two devices. Planning and development of the
network transmission is integral to Powerlink. Powerlink is
continuing to develop its engagement process with nonnetwork providers and where possibly expand the use of
non-network solutions to address all future limitations
within the transmission network. Powerlink has responded
to feedback by providing enhanced information on nonnetwork alternatives. Powerlink will also continue to request
non-network results from market participants. . M2M
communication is the PowerLink protocol stack. It is
middleware between the application and hardware. Creating
the PowerLink protocol stack and sending, receiving the
data packets between MN and CN.Hence we have
successfully implemented intelligent client-server relation in
two Raspberry Pi.
VIII. FUTURE SCOPE
We will try to implement this on shopfloor to make it more
intelligent.Today shopfloors are managed by taking records
of products at a particular time. These record may be biased.
For having the transparency in the workers and management
at the top .In this scenerio, it will give details about the
products to top management whenever they request for it. It
will provide details about the products that have been
developed on particular time. So management will get
correct data and it is not biased. It is a very helpful solution.
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V. ADVANTAGES
1) Manager paperless shop floor: Now-a-days shop floors
are usually handled by keeping the records of the
products delivered at a particular time. This record
may be biased as it is entered by supervisor.
2) Ensure Consistency: The data collected is consistent.
3) Less prone to errors: The collected data is timely and
accurate.
VI. APPLICATIONS
1) Intelligent ShopFloor -Here in this project, we are
actually making intelligent shopfloor.
2) Telemedicine
3) Traffic Control
4) Industry Servicing
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